
Custom-made suits for freedivers.



We tailor neoprene suits for freediving activities with 
a focus on the individual perfection of your body. 

We measure you literally from head to toe to ensure 
the suit fits, and together we'll customize the color 

scheme and neoprene thickness based on your 
preferences.



We craft our freedive suits in two pieces, with 
the upper part including a hood and a crotch 
closure finished with a so-called beaver tail 

secured by a clasp. The set includes 
high-waisted pants that reach above the navel 

or pants with suspenders.

For production, we use open-cell neoprene for 
the best thermal comfort, elasticity, and 

resistance to compression.

Thanks to its seamless bottom construction, 
this type of neoprene adheres to the skin like 
millions of suction cups, preventing the entry 

of cold water and minimizing movement 
restriction.



You can choose the thickness of the 
material based on the water temperature 

you plan to dive in, with options available in 
three variants: 3mm, 5mm, and 7mm.

If needed or for spearfishing, the suit can 
be complemented with knee and elbow 

protectors featuring a more durable 
surface treatment called Supratex.

Especially for male divers, you have the choice 
between a zipper and a so-called "pissette." 

Both of these features facilitate the possibility 
of urination without the need to remove the suit.



You can have the suit traditionally in black 
or choose from two additional options. A 

blue or green camouflage design version in 
which you'll be unmistakable, or perhaps 

quite the opposite :)

The suit's cut is designed to fit you as best as 
possible, but you can choose the color 

combination of individual parts so that you will 
definitely recognize your suit.



Prices

3mm suit

    - with high-waisted pants

    - pants with suspenders

5mm suit

    - with high-waisted pants

    - pants with suspenders

7mm suit

    - with high-waisted pants

    - pants with suspenders

black design

green camouflage

blue camouflage

pissette

zipper

supratex on knees

supratex on elbows

express service

 

300 €

325 €

 

325 €

350 €

 

350 €

375 €

0 €

0 €

23 €

20 €

20 €

10 €

5 €

50 €

Basic Price List Supplements



For more information or to place an order, 
please email office@sopras.cz.


